§ 335]	Nouns	16,
From what has been said in chapter VI on the vowels c
unaccented syllables it will be seen that all the form
of the singular and plural, except the nom. ace. pi., ar
regularly developed from the corresponding prim. Gei
manic forms. The pi. ending -as, OS. -os, -as, besid
OHG. -a, has never been satisfactorily explained. Th
most probable explanation is that it represents the ending
of nouns which originally had the accent on the ending lik<
Skr. gharmas, heat = Gr. OcpjuSs, hot, and that this endinj
then came to be used also for nouns which originally ha<
the accent on the stem. That some nouns had the accen
on the ending in prim. Germanic is proved by such word:
as OE. ceosan, to choose, beside eyre from *kuzfs (§ £52)
choice, which at a later period shifted the accent and droppec
the final -s (? -z) after the analogy of nouns which originalb
had the accent on the stem. Upon this supposition th<
ending -as would regularly correspond to prim. Germani<
pi. nom. -6s or ace. -£ns. In like manner is to b<
explained the retention of the final -s in the seconc
pers. sing, of the < present tense of strong verbs in the
West Germanic languages, cp. OE. nimes(t), OS. OHG
nimis, beside Goth, nimis, thou takest (§ 476). The usua
explanation that -as corresponds to an early Aryan double
plural ending -asas from older -oses with -es from the
consonant stems, is not in accordance with our presem
knowledge of the history of short vowels in final syllables
in the oldest period of the various Germanic languages,
An original ending -oses would have become -or in OE.
§ 335. Like stan are declined by far the greater majority
of monosyllabic a-stems, as sel, eel} ad, funeral pile; af>,
oath} baest, bast} bar, boar} bat, boat} beag, ring,
bracelet-, beam, tree} beard, beard} bearm, bosom} beod,
table} beorg,M/; beorn,warrior; bog, bough} bolt, bolt}
borg, pledge; brae]?, odour; \>T&n&, firebrand} 'brow., broom
(the plant); buc, stomach ; camb, comb; ceac, jug; ceap,
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